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P&C IN 2023: MORE TRANSFORMATION, 
BUT MORE UNCERTAINTY
The property/casualty insurance industry is undergoing a transformation that is unstoppable. Although there is 
great uncertainty regarding market conditions, the digital transformation that has been in process for several years 
is bound to continue. 

Many of the projects that are in motion to improve the agent/customer experience, expand distribution channels, 
explore new business models, capitalize on AI-based solutions, and modernize core will continue forward. Even 
so, the pace of that transformation, which accelerated during the pandemic, is likely to moderate in 2023. Budgets 
are cautious as the economic outlook remains uncertain and trending negative, and the far-reaching effects of 
the pandemic continue to ripple through society. With this background in mind, SMA’s Partners have developed 
10 predictions for P&C insurance in 2023. The predictions are illustrated in Figure 1 based on the impact on the 
industry, whether the focus starts with customers/policyholders (outside-in impact), through an operations lens 
(inside-out impact), or a mix of both.

Figure 1. The Impacts of SMA’s Top 10 Predictions for 2023
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TOP 10 PREDICTIONS FOR P&C INSURANCE IN 2023

1.   MGAs: The MGA market will continue to grow and be a catalyst for 
change with new entrants and the growth of incumbents

SMA has tracked over 100 startup MGA/MGU entities launched in the last decade and has seen the market grow 
significantly in terms of the number of companies and the premium volume it generates.

According to an SMA survey, there is a tremendous opportunity for new MGAs as carriers look to diversify and enter 
new lines, with over 30% planning to leverage MGAs more as channel partners in the next three years. At the same 
time, incumbent MGAs are innovating, tapping advanced tech capabilities, and employing new channel partner 
strategies to promote growth.   

As P&C insurance moves toward more specialization and programs, the opportunities for 
MGAs focused on risks for specific types of companies will increase and enable further 
specialization across the entire industry. 

2.   Embedded: The buzz around embedded insurance will subside as 
insurers recognize it as a longer-term play

Embedded insurance has immense potential, with some predicting it will disrupt the industry as we know it. It 
will only become more widely available with the advancement of technology and online commerce. SMA believes 
embedded insurance models have a role in the future, but it will focus on specific types of products/segments. 
Initially, small, low-cost, simple transactions will benefit most from insurance embedded at the point of sale. The 
big exception to this is in vehicle purchasing, where interesting partnerships and offerings are already emerging.

Despite the significant press coverage, new InsurTechs focused on embedded solutions, and 
funding events for those new entities, the financial impact on the industry will be small in 
2023. 

3.   Distribution: Direct distribution will make more inroads
in all insurance lines with surprising entries by traditional
independent agency companies

Carriers have aggressive plans to expand distribution channels in 2023, especially in commercial lines. Many of those 
strategies include extending beyond independent agent distribution, even among carriers that have exclusively used 
the channel for years. A recent SMA survey shows that 22% of all P&C insurers have plans to expand their direct 
business via web/mobile within the next three years. Another 18% expect to increase direct via call centers/web. 
The key challenge insurers will face with more direct distribution is the potential for channel conflict. So, as insurers 
expand channels, they are also developing strategies to mitigate conflict with current partners. 

Ultimately, many recognize that personal and business customers are expecting – and 
demanding – new ways to connect with insurers, including models for direct access. 
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4.   Computer Vision: Computer vision for automated vehicle damage 
assessment in claims will gain significant momentum

There has been significant progress in computer vision technology applied to assess vehicle damage claims, 
particularly in personal lines. Although new SMA research reveals that most companies are still in the early stages 
of incorporating this technology, with only a quarter of insurers deploying computer vision in 2023, SMA expects key 
vendors providing solutions will gain traction in the next year. 

As insurers aim to increase straight-through processing in claims, this technology will 
become an important tool for many vehicle claims.

5.   Digital Core: API interactions between digital and foundational 
technologies will mature, providing freedom to deliver the desired user 
experience

Foundational technologies, including policy, billing, and claims systems, have transformed into highly accessible 
applications that can interoperate and interact with any mode of service or technology. With the demand for highly 
tailored user experiences for agents, policyholders, and employees, these digital interactions must be supported 
through API capabilities, which enable the plug-and-play of any type of data integration and connect to new front-
end user experiences. Coincidently, the solutions for user experience such as mobile, portal, and web – virtually 
anything the end user sees on the glass – are also architected with APIs and with flexible connections to back-end 
systems in mind. 

The desired capability to provide omnichannel user interaction options for any time, anywhere, 
any device interaction is becoming a reality with APIs and assists in the movement of real-
time data access. Additionally, more insurance core and other applications will leverage 
APIs for Cloud 2.0 native services, leading to faster and less expensive implementation of 
data and AI capabilities for insurers.

             6.    InsurTech: New startups will decrease and InsurTech funding              
      will decline, with more focus on proven offerings and consolidation     
      through M&A
We’ve been in an InsurTech boom for years, but that has already begun to change. Although we will certainly see 
new InsurTechs launch in 2023, the venture capital market is experiencing a downturn and is expected to close 
fewer deals in the short term. There may be few, if any, mega-funding events. New InsurTechs are entering a 
saturated market and must find a niche to gain a competitive edge. 

In the coming months, we will see the landscape change, with some InsurTechs at a 
crossroads between being combined with other technology companies or acquired, while 
others will fail and close their doors.
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7.   Climate Change: Continued effects of climate change will drive 
more innovation with InsurTechs for new data and underwriting 
solutions for CAT events

Natural catastrophes continue to cause record insurance losses year after year, driving higher loss ratios for insurers. 
From wildfires in the West Coast to hurricanes in the Gulf, insurers will reexamine their appetites in high-CAT areas 
and adjust premium prices accordingly, with some even pulling out of certain markets. 

New exposure models, new data sources, and new solutions to gain deeper and more real-
time insights into CAT events offer much promise for the industry to improve the claims 
experience and financial results.

8.   Talent: More carriers will develop robust long-term talent plans, 
recognizing the talent crisis and the evolution of roles

The COVID health crisis has drastically changed workplace dynamics – possibly forever. In the post-pandemic 
era, employees expect their employers to deliver greater flexibility as the hybrid work model permeates across 
industries. Insurers will continue to embrace workplace changes, which, when combined with the major shift in P&C 
workforce demographics, will force carriers to think more about the evolution of their workforce over time. Consider 
that 88% of property & casualty insurers are changing their business models and 48% are emphasizing work-life 
balance when developing talent retention strategies, according to SMA’s report, “P&C Insurance Talent and the 
Workforce: Imperatives for Success in the Post-Pandemic World.” 

In 2023 and beyond, we will see new talent acquisition and retention plans and new methods 
of developing and training talent that will foster the next generation of insurance leaders.

9.   Efficiency: Insurers will lead with an operational focus to deliver 
greater efficiency and profitability 

Given the external influences of inflation, economic uncertainty, and a hybrid workforce, there is a significant need 
to drive down expenses. Insurers need to move to the next level of optimization by leveraging new data sources, 
machine learning, natural language processing, and RPA/bots. They also will start looking at new sourcing and 
staffing models to offshore non-critical functions – beyond what may be in place today. We will see big optimization 
projects that rethink and reimagine roles and processes for underwriting and claims operations.

Operational efficiency is always important, but it will take center stage in 2023 due to 
economic conditions. However, if conditions improve, there could be a swing back to bolder 
strategies and investments.

https://strategymeetsaction.com/our-research/p-and-c-insurance-talent-and-the-workforce-imperatives-for-success-in-the-post-pandemic-world/
https://strategymeetsaction.com/our-research/p-and-c-insurance-talent-and-the-workforce-imperatives-for-success-in-the-post-pandemic-world/
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10.   Underwriting: Dramatic results from AI-based solutions and 
third-party data in underwriting will have a meaningful impact on risk 
selection, appetite, and streamlining the underwriter desktop 

Across all insurance lines, AI-based solutions, such as underwriting platforms to automate workflow, manage 
intake, and risk assessment, are entering a new level of next-generation solutions. According to SMA’s 2022 State 
of P&C Underwriting Transformation Survey, 66% of P&C insurers are planning for or implementing AI/machine 
learning solutions, and 81% are investing in new sources of raw data for the underwriting process. 

In 2023, we will continue to see more adoption of these AI-based technologies and data that 
will transform underwriting appetite, triage and assignment, decisions, as well as workflow.

 

CONCLUSION
The new year promises to be another interesting one for the P&C industry, starting with 1/1 renewals and adapting 
to changing interest rates, financial market directions, and ongoing structural changes to the economy. In the midst 
of these external factors, insurers will continue to improve their efficiency, operational flexibility, and innovation 
initiatives through digital technology and new strategies. 
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At Strategy Meets Action, our clients advance their strategic initiatives and accelerate their transformational journeys 
by leveraging our forward-thinking insights, deep vendor knowledge, and vast industry expertise.

The business benefits from an engagement with SMA are: 

Clarity on Strategy: Gain an outside-in perspective on trends relevant to your strategies and plans. 

Transformational Focus: View your strategic initiatives and investments through a transformational lens. 

Informed Decisions: Obtain business and technology insights aligned to your strategies, focus, and investments. 

Strategy Meets Action, a ReSource Pro company, is an advisory firm that works exclusively with insurers, MGAs, and 
vendors in the P&C market, offering advisory retainers and project-based consulting services. 

Click here for www.strategymeetsaction.com 
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